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Chamber of Secrets Crossword

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets is fi lled with new people, places, and things that expand our 
understanding of Harry’s world. How much do you remember about book two? Test yourself with this 
challenging crossword puzzle.

Across

 2. Harry is struck by this type of fl ying ball.

 4.  The name of the Malfoys’ house-elf who tries to help Harry Potter

 7. The language of snakes.

 8. One of the Hogwarts founders is named Salazar _____.

 10. Hermione brews this type of potion.

 11. Filch’s cat Mrs. _____ is found Petrifi ed.

Down

 1.  The cry of this plant is 
fatal to anyone who 
hears it.

 2.  The giant snake-like 
creature whose gaze will 
turn you to stone.

 3.  Harry’s new teacher is 
Gilderoy _____.

 5.  This giant spider lives in 
the Forbidden Forest.

 6.  The brand of car Harry 
and Ron fl y to Hogwarts.

 9.  A magical letter that, 
when opened, shrieks its 
message at the reader in 
an extremely loud voice

Across

2. Harry is struck by this type of flying ball.

4. The name of the Malfoys’ house-elf who tries to help
Harry Potter

7. The language of snakes.

8. One of the Hogwarts founders is named Salazar
_____.

10. Hermione brews this type of potion.

11. Filch’s cat Mrs. _____ is found petrified.

Down

1. The cry of this plant is fatal to anyone who hears it.

2. The giant snake-like creature whose gaze will turn
you to stone.

3. Harry’s new teacher is Gilderoy _____.

5. This giant spider lives in the Forbidden Forest.

6. The brand of car Harry and Ron fly to Hogwarts.

9. A magical letter that, when opened, shrieks its
message at the reader in an extremely loud voice
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